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TITLE: Disposal Procedures for Hazardous Waste and Universal 
Waste 

NUMBER: REF-4149.0

ISSUER: Yi Hwa Kim, Interim Director, Office of Environmental 
Health and Safety 

DATE: February 26, 2008

ROUTING 
All Schools and Offices 
Garages
Maintenance and 

Operations

PURPOSE: The purpose of this Reference Guide is to specify District requirements for the 
disposal of “hazardous waste” and “universal waste” (e.g., fluorescent light tubes, 
mercury thermostats and switches, batteries, cathode ray tubes - see below for a 
complete list). This document supplements training delivered to garage 
employees, science center personnel, plant managers, and M&O staff. 

MAJOR
CHANGES: 

Not Applicable 

DEFINITIONS: Hazardous Waste refers to waste substances that can pose a substantial or 
potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly managed. 
Hazardous waste possesses at least one of four characteristics: ignitability, 
corrosivity, reactivity or toxicity; or inclusion in special United States 
Environmental Protection Agency lists. 

Universal Waste is a category of waste material not designated as hazardous 
waste, but containing materials that need to be prevented from free release into 
the environment. Federal regulations specify certain types of each the following 
as universal waste: batteries, lamps, mercury-containing equipment, and 
pesticides.

Non-Hazardous Waste includes all waste that does not meet the definition of 
hazardous waste or universal waste. 

Waste Stream refers to the total flow of solid waste from homes, businesses, 
institutions, and manufacturing plants that are recycled, burned, or disposed of in 
landfills. 

Department of Transportation (DOT)-approved containers include cardboard 
boxes, plastic containers, drums, bins, and other containers that feature a United 
Nations (UN) approval marking. 
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INSTRUCTIONS: Requirements for Hazardous Waste

1. Hazardous waste shall be stored in properly sealed DOT-approved containers, 
each affixed with an appropriate hazardous waste label.  The label must 
indicate the date on which hazardous waste was first added to the container; 
this will be listed on the label as the “accumulation date.”  Containerized 
hazardous waste liquids shall be stored within an approved secondary 
containment area, which provides additional storage capacity in case of leaks. 

2. All hazardous waste storage areas are to be posted with a sign indicating 
“Hazardous Waste Storage Area, Authorized Personnel Only.”  The area shall 
be equipped with an eye wash station, telephone or hand-held two way radio, 
and portable fire extinguisher.  Hazardous waste storage areas are to be 
inspected weekly to identify any leaks or deterioration of containers or 
containment areas.  The inspection should be documented using the attached 
form, which is to be maintained on site for at least three years. 

3. Hazardous waste must be shipped within 90 days of the “accumulation date” 
unless prior approval is obtained from the Office of Environmental Health and 
Safety (OEHS).  (Note:  Maintenance and Operations [M&O] facilities can 
store waste up to a period of one year or a quantity of 8800 pounds if an 
appropriate “Permit By Rule” has been issued.)  A California “registered 
hauler” must be used to transport waste to a lawfully permitted facility.  

4. For waste streams that have not been previously characterized, Site 
Administrators must ensure representative samples are collected for analysis to 
determine whether the waste is “hazardous” pursuant to Title 22 CCR Section 
66261.20.   Samples shall be sent to a State-certified laboratory and analyzed 
per Title 22 CCR Sections 66261.21 to 66261.24.  Pending laboratory results, 
the waste shall be stored in drums or roll-off bins covered with plastic sheeting 
and labeled or posted with the words, “Waiting For Lab Results.”   

5. Upon completion of laboratory analyses, copies of all laboratory results are to 
be faxed to OEHS, to the attention of Mr. Soe Aung, Environmental 
Compliance Manager, at (213) 241-6816.  If it is determined that the waste is 
hazardous waste based on the analysis, OEHS will inform the Site 
Administrator.  If the laboratory results indicate the waste is “non-hazardous,” 
a non-hazardous waste label should be attached, and the Site Administrator 
can make arrangements for proper pick-up and disposal. 

6. Prior to transporting hazardous waste off site, the entity transporting the waste 
must fill out the EPA Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest Form and fax a 
copy to OEHS at (213) 241-6816 for review and approval:
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a. The waste hauler should identify “Los Angeles Unified School District” 
as the Generator’s Name and “333 S. Beaudry Avenue, 20th Floor, Los 
Angeles, CA 90017” as the Mailing Address (under Number 5 of the 
form).  The actual site name and address where the waste was generated 
should be indicated under the Generator’s Site Address (Number 5). The 
Site Generator’s EPA ID# shall also be indicated under the Generator’s 
ID Number (Number 1).

b. A Land Disposal Restriction (LDR) form is to be attached with the 
manifest when the waste is shipped, and a copy should be kept in the site 
files for three years.  Four copies of the manifest and the LDR form are to 
be provided to the waste hauler.  A copy of the manifest and LDR form 
shall be mailed to OEHS, 333 S Beaudry Avenue, 20th Floor, Los 
Angeles, CA 90017. 

c. Only LAUSD representatives such as OEHS Staff, Environmental 
Consultants, Owner Authorized Representatives and Project Managers are 
allowed to sign the manifest.  If there are any questions on manifest 
signature, call OEHS at (213) 241-3199. 

Requirements for Universal Waste

Effective February 8, 2006, universal wastes, such as fluorescent light tubes, 
batteries, and cathode ray tubes, are not allowed to be disposed of in regular 
trash.  Separate procedures are shown below for schools and for garages and 
M&O facilities.

Schools

Universal waste shall be collected in separate, properly sealed, DOT-
approved containers, each affixed with a “universal waste” label and stored in 
an area designated by the Plant Manager. These labels can be obtained from 
OEHS at (213) 241-3199 (see attached example).        

Fluorescent light tubes can be collected in original boxes or DOT-approved 
cardboard boxes. Other universal wastes can be collected in DOT-approved 
containers such as metal or plastic drums, metal or plastic cans, metal or 
plastic buckets, or cardboard boxes. 

To request disposal of universal waste from school sites, complete the 
attached Hazardous Waste Pick-up Request form and e-mail it to OEHS by 
clicking on the button labeled “Submit by e-mail.”  If you do not have access 
to an LAUSD e-mail account, you may fax a copy of the old request form to 
OEHS at (213) 241-6816 (see attached forms). 

     OEHS will pick up the following universal wastes from school sites: 
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BATTERIES 

Silver button batteries Mercury batteries 

Small sealed lead acid batteries (burglar 
alarm and emergency light batteries) 

Rechargeable nickel-cadmium 
batteries 

Carbon-zinc batteries Alkaline batteries (AAA, AA, 
C, D batteries) 

Lithium batteries  

MERCURY-CONTAINING ITEMS 

Pressure or vacuum gauges that contain 
mercury, including blood pressure 
meters 

Mercury thermometers, 
including fever thermometers 

Mercury gas flow regulators Novelties that contain 
mercury or mercury batteries 

Mercury switches Rubber flooring that contains 
mercury 

Dilators and weighted tubing medical 
devices that contain mercury 

Gauges that contain mercury 

Dental amalgam Mercury thermostats 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

Non-empty aerosol cans High intensity discharge 
lamps 

Fluorescent light tubes Sodium vapor lamps 

      Garages and M&O Facilities

M&O staff shall transport the following universal wastes that were generated 
from maintenance or repair activities at school sites to the M&O facility using 
DOT-approved containers. The containers are to be labeled with a universal 
waste label and transported with shipping papers.
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Mercury thermostats Fluorescent light tubes 

Mercury switches Gauges that contain mercury 

Pressure or vacuum gauges that 
contain mercury, including blood 
pressure meters 

Dilators and weighted tubing 
medical devices that contain 
mercury 

Counterweights and dampers, 
including devices that use pouches 
of mercury 

Rubber flooring that contains 
mercury 

Mercury gas flow regulators Non PCB ballasts with DEHP 

Universal waste from M&O facilities and garages must be shipped with a bill 
of lading to a “destination facility” that treats, disposes of, or recycles a 
particular category of universal waste. Copies of the bill of lading must be 
sent to OEHS at 20th Floor, 333 S. Beaudry Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90017. 

Electronic Devices and Appliances

To request disposal of electronic devices and appliances from schools, M&O 
facilities and garages, follow Reference Guide No. REF-1293, Business Services, 
Pick-Up and Transfer of Materials for Salvage and complete the Transportation 
Order form. Truck Operations will make arrangements for pick-up and 
disposition of the following electronic devices and appliances:

Computers Monitors Laptop computers 

Televisions Cell phones Game consoles 

Washers Dryers Refrigerators 

Freezers Water heaters Space heaters 

Air-conditioners Dehumidifiers Trash compactors 

Ovens Stoves Microwaves 
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RELATED
RESOURCES: 

Refer to the following documents attached to this Reference Guide for required 
forms and resources: 

� Hazardous Materials/Waste Pickup Request (E-mail Form) 
Complete this form for hazardous waste pickup and disposal requests. 
This form must be submitted by e-mail using an LAUSD e-mail account. 

� Hazardous Materials/Waste Pickup Request (Fax Form) 
Users without access to an LAUSD e-mail account should complete this 
form for hazardous waste pickup and disposal requests. This form must be 
submitted to OEHS by fax. 

� Universal Waste Label
This file contains a sample label that must be affixed to all DOT-approved 
containers used to store universal waste. 

� Hazardous Waste Inspection Checklist for Schools Hazardous Waste 
Collection, Consolidation, and Accumulation Facility (SHWCCAF) Area  
Permit By Rule facilities, such as M&O, Central Shops, Building Moving 
Unit, and Asbestos Technical Unit must use this form to conduct weekly 
inspections of onsite hazardous waste storage areas. 

� Hazardous Waste Inspection Checklist for Garage Hazardous Waste 
Storage Areas 
District garages, such as Van Nuys, Alameda, Gardena, Sun Valley, 
Sepulveda and Business Division Garages, must use this form to conduct 
weekly inspections of onsite hazardous waste storage areas. 

� Hazardous Waste Inspection Checklist for Schools 
Schools must use this form to conduct weekly inspections of hazardous 
waste storage areas if 90-day storage areas are maintained onsite. 

ASSISTANCE: For assistance or further information please contact Soe Aung, Office of 
Environmental Health and Safety, at (213) 241-3904. 





 HAZARDOUS WASTE INSPECTION CHECKLIST FOR  
 GARAGE HAZARDOUS WASTE STORAGE AREAS 
  
 Los Angeles Unified School District  
 Office of Environmental Health and Safety 
 333 S. Beaudry Ave, 20th Floor 
 Los Angeles, CA  90017 
 (213) 241-3199 
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                                  Date:   ______________________________ Facility Type: _____________________  
 Responsible Individual: ______________________________ Number of Staff: _____________________  
 Facility: ______________________________ District: _____________________    Frequency: Weekly 
 Address: ______________________________ District Safety Officer: _____________________ 
  ______________________________ 


 
HAZARDOUS WASTE 


 
REGULATORY 
REFERENCES 


REQUIREMENTS Y N NOTES 


22 CCR 66265.173 Is waste accumulated in a D.O.T-approved container? 
 


  __________________________________________ 


22 CCR 66262.34f Are containers labeled with a California Hazardous Waste label with the 
following information? 


a. Generator’s Name / Address;                                                        
b. EPA ID Number;                                                                        
c. Phone Number;                                                                         
d. Content or Composition;                                                           
e. Accumulation Start Date;                                                          
f. Physical State;                                                                          
g. EPA Waste Number;                                                                
h. State Waste Code;                                                                   
i. Proper D.O.T. Shipping Name;                                                 
j. Hazardous Properties.                                                              
 


 
 
 


 


 
 
 
 


 


__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________


__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________


22 CCR 66262.34c Have the containers exceed the 90-day storage time?   
 
 


  __________________________________________ 


22 CCR 66265.14 Is there a security fence with lockable gate?   
 


  __________________________________________ 
 


22 CCR 66265.14 Are the following signs posted both English and Spanish? 
 
“Hazardous Waste Storage Area, Authorized Personnel Only”  
 “No Smoking”  


 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
__________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
 


22 CCR 66265.32 Is the eye wash or shower working? 
 


  __________________________________________ 


__________________________________________


__________________________________________ 
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REGULATORY 
REFERENCES 


REQUIREMENTS Y N NOTES 


FIRE CODE Is the fire extinguisher readily accessible?   
 


  __________________________________________ 
 


22 CCR 66265.32c Is the spill kit nearby? 
 


  __________________________________________ 
 


22 CCR 66265.32b Is the emergency communication system easily accessible (phone or 
hand-held two way radio)?  
 


  __________________________________________ 


BMP Is there adequate lighting in the Hazardous Waste Storage Area?  
 


  __________________________________________ 
 


BMP Is the secondary containment in good condition?    __________________________________________ 


BMP Is there adequate aisle space between containers (minimum 24 inches 
aisle space between containers)?  


  __________________________________________ 


22 CCR 66265.174 Are there any leaking containers? 
 


  _________________________________________ 
 


22 CCR 66265.174 Are there any severely rusted containers?   
 


  __________________________________________ 
 


22 CCR 66265.174 Are there any open containers?  
 


  __________________________________________ 
 


22 CCR 66265.174 Are containers tightly secured and locked?   
 


  __________________________________________ 
 


UNIVERSAL WASTE 
 


REGULATORY 
REFERENCES 


REQUIREMENTS Y N NOTES 


22 CCR 66273.15 Is waste accumulated in a D.O.T-approved container?   __________________________________________ 


22 CCR 66273.14 Are containers labeled with a Universal Waste Label with the following 
information ? 


a. Generator Name and Address; 
b. Contents; 
c. Accumulation Start Date. 


   
__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 


22 CCR 66273.15 Are containers 
a. In good condition with no signs of holes, large dents, corrosion, 
    leaking, bulking, heat stress, etc. 
b. Securely closed at all times, except when adding or removing   


waste, taking lab samples or inspecting waste 
c. Prevented from ruptures or spills 
d. Compatible with waste 


   
 
__________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 


22 CCR 66273.15 Have the containers exceed the one year storage time?   


__________________________________________ 


__________________________________________ 





		                                  Date:   ______________________________ Facility Type: _____________________ 

		 Responsible Individual: ______________________________ Number of Staff: _____________________ 

		 Facility: ______________________________ District: _____________________    Frequency: Weekly







		Date: 

		Facility Type: 

		Responsible Individual: 

		Number of Staff: 

		Address: 

		Facility [1]: 

		Facility [2]: 

		District: 

		District Safety Officer: 

		NOTES: Is waste accumulated in a D.O.T.-approved container?: 

		[1]: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with EPA ID Number.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with Phone Number.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with Content and Composition.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with accumulation start date.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with physical state.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with EPA Waste Number.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with State waste code.: 

		NOTES: Container is labeled with proper D.O.T. Shipping Name.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with hazardous properties.: 

		NOTES: containers exceed the 90-day storage time.: 

		NOTES: Security fence with a lockable gate.: 

		Notes: "No Smoking" sign posted.: 

		undefined: 

		Yes, waste is accumulated in a D.O.T.-approved container.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with Name and Address.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with EPA ID Number.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with phone number.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with content and Composition.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with accumulation start date.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with physical state.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with EPA Waste Number.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with State waste code.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with proper D.O.T. Shipping Name.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with hazardous properties.: 0

		Yes, containers have exceeded the 90-day storage time.: 0

		Yes, there is a security fence with a lockable gate.: 0

		Yes, "No-Smoking" sign is posted.: 0

		Yes, waste is accumulated in a D.O.T.-approved container.: 0

		Yes, eye wash or shower is working.: 0

		No, waste is not accumulated in a D.O.T.-approved container.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with Name and Address.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with EPA ID Number.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with Phone Number.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with content and Composition.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with accumulation start date.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with physical state.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with EPA Waste Number.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with State waste code.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with proper D.O.T. Shipping Name.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with hazardous properties.: 0

		No, containers have not exceeded the 90-day storage time.: 0

		No,there is no security fence with a lockable gate.: 0

		No, "No Smoking" sign is not posted.: 0

		No, waste is not accumulated in a D.O.T.-approved container.: 0

		No, eye wash or shower is not working: 0

		NOTES: eye wash or shower working.: 

		NOTES: fire extinguisher readily accessible: 

		NOTES: Spill kit nearby.: 

		NOTES: Emergency communication system easily accessible.: 

		undefined: 

		NOTES: Secondary contaminant in good condition: 

		NOTES: adequate aisle space between containers.: 

		Notes: Leaking Containers.: 

		NOTES: severely rusted containers.: 

		NOTES: open containers.: 

		undefined: 

		NOTES: universal waste accumulated in a D.O.T.-approved container: 

		NOTES: universal waste labeled with name and address.: 

		NOTES: universal waste container labeled with contents.: 

		NOTES: Universal Waste container labeled with accumulation start date.: 

		NOTES: universal waste containers in good condition: 

		NOTES: universal waste containers securely closed.: 

		NOTES: universal waste containers are prevented from ruptures.: 

		NOTES: universal waste containers compatible with waste.: 

		NOTES: universal waste containers have exceeded the one year storage time.: 

		Yes, fire extinguisher is readily accessible.: 0

		Yes, spill kit is nearby.: 0

		Yes, emergency communication system is easily accessible.: 0

		Yes, there is adequate lighting in the storage area.: 0

		Yes, secondary contaminant is in good condition.: 0

		Yes, there is adequate aisle space between containers.: 0

		Yes, there are leaking containers.: 0

		Yes, there are severely rusted containers.: 0

		Yes, there are open containers.: 0

		Yes, containers are tightly secured and locked.: 0

		Yes, universal waste is accumulated in a D.O.T.-approved container.: 0

		Yes, universal waste is labeled with name and address.: 0

		Yes, universal waste container is labeled with contents.: 0

		Yes, Universal Waste container is labeled with accumulation start date.: 0

		Yes, universal waste containers are in good condition.: 0

		Yes, universal waste containers are securely closed.: 0

		Yes, universal waste containers are prevented from ruptures.: 0

		No, universal waste containers are not compatible with waste.: 0

		Yes, universal waste containers have exceeded the one year storage time.: 0

		No, fire extinguisher is not readily accessible.: 0

		No, spill kit is not nearby.: 0

		No, emergency communication system is not easily accessible.: 0

		No, there is not adequate lighting in the storage area.: 0

		No, secondary contaminant is not in good condition: 0

		No,there is not adequate aisle space between containers.: 0

		No, there are not any leaking containers.: 0

		No, there are no severely rusted containers.: 0

		No, there are no open containers.: 0

		No, containers are not tightly secured and locked.: 0

		No, universal waste is not accumulated in a D.O.T.-approved container.: 0

		No, universal waste is not labeled with name and address.: 0

		universal waste container is not labeled with contents.: 0

		No,Universal Waste container is not labeled with accumulation start date.: 0

		No, universal waste containers are not in good condition: 0

		No, universal waste containers are not securely closed: 0

		No, universal waste containers are not prevented from ruptures.: 0

		No, universal waste containers have exceeded the one year storage time.: 0
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 Date:   _____________________  Inspection Type: Weekly  
 Responsible Individual: _____________________     
 Address: _____________________    


 
REGULATORY 
REFERENCES 


REQUIREMENTS Y N NOTES 
 


22 CCR 66265.173 Is waste accumulated in a D.O.T-approved container?  


22 CCR 66262.34 Is the hazardous waste container labeled with a California Hazardous 
Waste Label with the following information? 


a. Generator Name and Address;                                                 
b. EPA ID Number;                                                                        
c. Phone Number;                                                                         
d. Contents or Composition;                                                          
e. Physical State;                                                                           
f. EPA Waste Number;                                                                  
g. State Waste Code;                                                                    
h. Proper D.O.T. Shipping Name;                                                 
i. Hazardous Properties (except when properties are                  
        unknown and lab results are pending) 
j.       Is there an accumulation start date written on label? 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 


 


22 CCR 66262.34c Have the containers exceeded the 180 days storage time?  
 


 


22 CCR 66265.174 Are there any leaking containers? 
  


22CCR 66265.174 Are there any severely rusted containers? 
 


 
 


22 CCR 66265.174 Are there any open containers? 
 


 
 


22 CCR 66265.174 Are containers tightly secure and locked?  
 


 
 


22 CCR 66265.17 
22 CCR 66265.171 
22 CCR 66265.172 
22 CCR 66265.173 
22 CCR 66265.174 


Are containers 
    a.    In good condition with no signs of holes, large dents,   
           corrosion, leaking, bulging, heat stress, etc.? 
    b.    Securely closed at all times, except when adding or   
           removing waste, taking lab samples or inspecting waste? 


        c.    Prevented from ruptures or spills?   
        d.   Compatible with waste?   


 
 
 
 


 


 
 
 


 


22 CCR 66265.32c Are spill kits and communication system (phone or hand-held radio) 
located at a reasonable distance from the storage area?   
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Physical Location Address:   Form OEHSPBR1 
Mailing Address (if different from above):   
Owner/Operator: Los Angeles Unified School District  
Telephone No.: 
Date: 
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FIRE CODE 
 
 


Is the fire extinguisher located within 25 feet of the storage area  (if fire 
extinguisher is located farther than 25 feet, contact Fire Dept. to  
determine if this is acceptable)  


  


22 CCR 66265.14 Is the following sign posted in both English and Spanish, 
“Hazardous Waste Storage Area, Authorized Personnel Only”? 


  


22 CCR 66265.14 Is the following sign posted in both English and Spanish, 
“No Smoking”? 


  


ANSI Z-358.1 Is there a working eye wash or shower located within 100 feet or 10 
seconds from a potential hazard?   


BMP Are containers and secondary containment in non-roof areas covered 
when there is a possibility of rain? 


  


FIRE Are grounding and bonding straps used for transferring flammables?    


22 CCR 66265.14 Is there security fence with lockable gate   


BMP Is the secondary containment in good condition?   


BMP Is there adequate aisle space between containers (minimum :24 inches)  
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		 Date:   _____________________  Inspection Type: Weekly 

		 Responsible Individual: _____________________    





		No, spill kits and communication system (phone or hand-held radio) are not located at a reasonable distance from the storage area?: 0

		Yes, spill kits and communication system (phone or hand-held radio) located at a reasonable distance from the storage area?: 0

		Yes, containers are Compatible with the waste.: 0

		No, containers aren't prevented from ruptures.: 0

		Yes, containers are prevented from ruptures?: 0

		No, Containers aren't Securely Closed?: 0

		Yes, Containers are Securely Closed?: 0

		No, Containers aren't in Good Condition?: 0

		Y, containers are in Good Condition.: 0

		No, containers aren't tightly secure and locked.: 0

		Yes, containers are tightly secure and locked?: 0

		No, there aren't any open containers.: 0

		Yes, there are open containers.: 0

		No, there aren't any severely rusted containers.: 0

		Yes, there are severely rusted containers.: 0

		No, there aren't any leaking containers.: 0

		Yes, there are leaking containers.: 0

		No, containers do not exceed the 180 days storage time.: 0

		Yes, containers exceed the 180 days storage time?: 0

		No, start date is not labeled.: 0

		Yes, start date is labeled.: 0

		No, hazardous properties are not labeled.: 0

		Yes, hazardous properties are labeled.: 0

		No. D.O.T. Shipping name is not labeled.: 0

		Yes, D.O.T. Shipping name is labeled.: 0

		No, EPA waste number is not labeled.: 0

		Yes, EPA waste number is labeled.: 0

		No, Physical state is not labeled.: 0

		Yes, Physical state is labeled.: 0

		No, contents or composition is not labeled.: 0

		Yes, contents or composition is labeled.: 0

		No, phone number is notlabeled.: 0

		Yes, phone number is labeled.: 0

		No, EPA ID is not labeled.: 0

		Yes, EPA ID is labeled.: 0

		No, generator is not labeled.: 0

		Yes, generator is labeled.: 0

		No, waste is not accumulated in a D.O.T. -approved container.: 0

		Yes, waste is accumulated in a D.O.T. -approved container.: 0

		Date: 

		Responsible Individual: 

		Address: 

		Mailing_if_different: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		[2]: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		PhoneNum: 

		DateTimeField1: 

		Yes, there is adequate aisle space between containers.: 0

		No, there is not adequate aisle space between containers.: 0

		No, the secondary contaminant is not in good condition.: 0

		Yes, the secondary contaminant is in good condition.: 0

		No, there is no security fence with a lockable gate.: 0

		Yes, there is a security fence with a lockable gate.: 0

		No, grounding and bonding straps are not used for transferring flammables.: 0

		Yes, grounding and bonding straps are used for transferring flammables.: 0

		No, containers and secondary containment in non-roof areas are not covered.: 0

		Yes, containers and secondary containment in non-roof areas are covered.: 0

		No, there is not a working eye wash or shower located within 100 feet.: 0

		Yes, there is a working eye wash or shower located within 100 feet.: 0

		No, "No Smoking" sign is not posted in English and Spanish.: 0

		Yes, "No Smoking" sign is posted in English and Spanish.: 0

		No, Sign posted in English and Spanish: 0

		Yes, Sign posted in English and Spanish: 0

		No, fire extinguisher not located within 25 feet of the storage area.: 0

		Yes, fire extinguisher located within 25 feet of the storage area.: 0

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 

		Notes: 
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Hazardous Materials/Waste Pick-up Request

Revised January 2009

Hazardous Materials/Waste Pick-up Request

Office of Environmental Health and Safety 333 South Beaudry Avenue, 20th Floor

Los Angeles, California 90017

Phone: (213) 241-3199

Fax: (213) 241-6816

1. Identify hazardous materials for pick-up. 

2. Check with other staff members to ensure that chemicals are not still used.

3. Complete all fields in the form. Be sure to list all items for pick-up.

4. Click on the Submit form by E-mail button. Note: You must be logged into your email account. The data from the form will be attached to an e-mail that is sent to OEHS.

5. If you do not receive a confirmation e-mail from OEHS within 5 working days, please contact the duty officer at (213) 241-3199.  

Facility Information

School/Site:

Location Code:

Date:

Site Phone:

E-mail:

Contact First Name:

Storage Building:

Storage Room:

Contact Title:

Number of Replacement Containers Needed

Contact Last Name:

Phone:

Fax:

Material/Waste Name

Amount (ea.)

Lb., oz., gal.

Container

Type

Container Condition

(Good, Fair, Poor)

Liquid/Solid

(L or S)

		Add a new task to the list: 

		EmailSubmitButton1: 

		Containers_Needed: 

		Facility_ID: 

		Request_Date: 

		Phone: 

		Contact_Email: 

		Storage_Building: 

		Storage_Room: 

		ContactTitle: 

		ContactFName: 

		ContactLName: 

		LocationCode: 

		Contact_Phone: 

		Contact_Fax: 

		Material_Name: 

		WasteAmt_Requested: 

		Container_Type: 

		Container_Condition: 

		Container_State: 

		Add a new task to the list: 










Hazardous Materials/Waste Pick-up Request


 


Facility Information


- All fields are required.
- Check with other staff members to ensure chemicals may not still be used.
- List all items.  
- Store all chemicals in a secure accessible area.  Keep incompatibles seperate.  Materials should be ready to go.
- Complete form and mail/fax to OEHS.  Specify number of pages at bottom right of request.
- If confirmation of request is not received within 5 working days please contact OEHS at (213) 241-3199.


School/Site:


Address:


City, Zip:


Contact Name:


Contact Title:


Date:
Phone:


Fax:


Storage Room:


Storage Building:


Material/Waste
Name


Amount (ea.)
 lb., oz., gal.


Container 
Type


Container Condition
(Good, Fair, Poor)


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 Number of Replacement Containers Needed:


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Liquid/Solid
(L or S)


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     


**************************************** To be completed by OEHS ****************************************


 CONTRACTOR:


 DATE REQUESTED:


 DATE LAB PACKED:


 DATE OF PICK-UP:


Office of Environmental Health and Safety
333 South Beaudry Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90017
Phone: (213) 241-3199
Fax: (213) 241-6816


Employee # (CSCs  Only): Time Spent  (CSCs Only):1 2


1


2


Chemical Safety Coordinator 


Time spent includes: Segregating chemicals for removal; separating incompatibles; preparing chemicals for disposal; itemizing all waste for 
disposal.


Location Code:


Hazardous Materials/Waste Pick-Up Request
Revised August 1, 2004 Page _____ of _____







Hazardous Materials/Waste Pick-up Request
cont'd


Material/Waste
Name


Amount (ea.)
 lb., oz., gal.


Container 
Type


Container Condition
(Good, Fair, Poor)


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Liquid/Solid
(L or S)


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     


Hazardous Materials/Waste Pick-Up Request cont'd
Revised August 1, 2004 Page _____ of _____












 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                           
 
 


                                       












  HAZARDOUS WASTE INSPECTION CHECKLIST FOR  
 


    
 Owner/Operator: Los Angeles Unified School District  
 Office of Environmental Health and Safety 
 333 S. Beaudry Ave, 20th Floor, Los Angeles, CA  90017 
 (213) 241-3199  


Hazardous Waste Inspection Checklist for SHWCCAF 
Page 1 of 2 


                                                                                                                                                                                  
 Date:   _____________________  Inspection Type: Weekly  
 Responsible Individual: _____________________     
 Facility: _____________________   
 Address: _____________________    


 
REGULATORY 
REFERENCES 


REQUIREMENTS Y N NOTES 
 


 
22 CCR 66265.173 


 
Is waste accumulated in a D.O.T-approved container? 
 


  __________________________________ 
22 CCR 66262.34 Is the lab pack container labeled with a California Hazardous Waste Label 


with the following information? 
a. Generator Name and Address;                                                 
b. EPA ID Number;                                                                        
c. Phone Number;                                                                         
d. Contents or Composition;                                                          
e. Physical State;                                                                           
f. EPA Waste Number;                                                                  
g. State Waste Code;                                                                    
h. Proper D.O.T. Shipping Name;                                                 
i. Hazardous Properties (except when properties are                  
        unknown and lab results are pending). 


   
__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________ 


22 CCR 66262.34 
 
22 CCR 67450.44 


Is the container used for specific waste consolidation labeled with a 
California hazardous Waste Label with the following information? 


a. Generator Name and Address;   
b. EPA ID Number; 
c. Phone Number; 
d. Contents or Composition; 
e. Physical State; 
f. EPA Waste Number; 
g. State Waste Code; 
h. Proper D.O.T. Shipping Name; 


          i.      Hazardous Properties (except when properties are                  
                  unknown and lab results are pending). 
          j.      Consolidation Start Date 


   


__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________ 


__________________________________________ 
 
CCR 22, Section 
67450.42 


 
Does the container have waste label specifying date when container was 
received? 


  
_________________________________________ 


    
       AND ACCUMULATION FACILITY (SHWCCAF) FORM
SCHOOL HAZARDOUS WASTE COLLECTION, CONSOLIDATION,







  
 


Hazardous Waste Inspection Checklist for SHWCCAF
Page 2 of 2 


 
 


REGULATORY 
REFERENCES 


REQUIREMENTS Y N NOTES 
 


 
22 CCR 66265.17 
22 CCR 66265.171 
22 CCR 66265.172 
22 CCR 66265.173 
22 CCR 66265.174 


 
Are containers 


    a.    In good condition with no signs of holes, large dents,   
           corrosion, leaking, bulging, heat stress, etc.? 
    b.    Securely closed at all times, except when adding or   
           removing waste, taking lab samples or inspecting waste? 


        c.   Prevented from ruptures or spills?   
 d.   Compatible with waste?  
   


   
 
__________________________________________
__________________________________________ 
__________________________________________
__________________________________________ 


22 CCR 66265.32c Are spill kits and communication system located at a reasonable distance 
from the SHWCCAF   


  __________________________________________ 
 


FIRE CODE 
 
 


Is the fire extinguisher located within 25 feet of the SHWCCAF  (if fire 
extinguisher is located farther than 25 feet, contact Fire Dept. to  
determine if this is acceptable)  


   __________________________________________ 
 


22 CCR 66265.14 Is the following sign posted in both English and Spanish? 
“Hazardous Waste Storage Area, Authorized Personnel Only” 


  __________________________________________ 
 


22 CCR 66265.14 Is the following sign posted in both English and Spanish? 
“No Smoking”? 


  __________________________________________ 
 


ANSI Z-358.1 Is there a working eye wash or shower located within 100 feet or 10 
seconds from a potential hazard?   


  __________________________________________ 
 


BMP Are containers and secondary containment in non-roof areas covered when 
there is a possibility of rain? 


  __________________________________________ 
 


FIRE Are grounding and bonding straps used for transferring flammables?     __________________________________________ 
 


CCR 22, Section 
67450.42 


Are there any prohibited wastes stored at the SHWCCAF?   __________________________________________ 
 


22 CCR 66265.14 Is there security fence with lockable gate   __________________________________________ 
 


22 CCR 67450.44 Have the containers exceed the one year storage time?   __________________________________________ 
 


BMP Is the secondary containment in good condition?   __________________________________________ 
 


BMP Is there adequate aisle space between containers (minimum :24 inches)   __________________________________________ 
 


 





		 Date:   _____________________  Inspection Type: Weekly 

		 Responsible Individual: _____________________    





		Date: 

		Responsible Individual: 

		Facility: 

		Address: 

		NOTES: Waste in a DOT-approved container.: 

		NOTES: Lab Pack labeled with generator name and address.: 

		NOTES: Lab Pack labeled with EPA ID number.: 

		NOTES: Lab Pack labeled with phone number.: 

		NOTES: Lab Pack labeled with contents or composition.: 

		NOTES:  Lab Pack labeled with physical state.: 

		NOTES: Lab Pack labeled with EPA Waste number.: 

		NOTES: Lab Pack labeled with State Waste Code.: 

		NOTES: Lab Pack labeled with proper DOT shipping name.: 

		NOTES: Lab Pack labeled with hazardous properties.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with generator name and address.: 

		NOTES: container labeled with EPA ID number.: 

		NOTES: container labeled with phone number.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with contents or composition.: 

		NOTES:  Container labeled with physical state.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with EPA Waste number.: 

		NOTES: container labeled with State Waste Code.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with proper DOT shipping name.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with hazardous properties.: 

		NOTES: Container labeled with consolidation start date.: 

		NOTES: container has waste label specifying date when container was received.: 

		Yes, waste is in a DOT-approved container.: 0

		Yes, lab pack is labeled with generator name and address.: 0

		Yes, lab pack labeled with EPA ID number.: 0

		Yes, lab pack labeled with phone number.: 0

		Yes, lab pack is labeled with contents or composition.: 0

		Yes, lab pack is labeled with physical state.: 0

		Yes, lab pack is labeled with EPA Waste number.: 0

		Yes, lab pack is labeled with State Waste Code.: 0

		Yes, lab pack is labeled with proper DOT shipping name.: 0

		Yes, lab pack is labeled with hazardous properties.: 0

		Yes, container is labeled with generator name and address.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with EPA ID number.: 0

		Yes, container labeled with phone number.: 0

		Yes, container is labeled with contents or composition.: 0

		Yes, container is labeled with physical state.: 0

		Yes, container is labeled with EPA Waste number.: 0

		Yes, container is labeled with State Waste Code.: 0

		Yes, container is labeled with proper DOT shipping name.: 0

		Yes, container is labeled with hazardous properties.: 0

		Yes, container is labeled with consolidation start date.: 0

		Yes, container has a waste label specifying date when container was received.: 0

		No, waste is not in a DOT-approved container.: 0

		No, lab pack is not labeled with generator name and address.: 0

		No, lab pack is not labeled with EPA ID number.: 0

		No, lab pack is not labeled with phone number.: 0

		No, lab pack is not labeled with contents or composition.: 0

		No, lab pack  is not labeled with physical state.: 0

		No, lab pack is not labeled with EPA Waste number.: 0

		No, lab pack is not labeled with State Waste Code.: 0

		No, lab pack is not labeled with proper DOT shipping name.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with generator name and address.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with EPA ID number.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with phone number.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with contents or composition.: 0

		No, container  is not labeled with physical state..: 0

		No, container is not labeled with EPA Waste number.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with State Waste Code.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with proper DOT shipping name.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with hazardous properties.: 0

		No, container is not labeled with consolidation start date.: 0

		No, lab pack is not labeled with hazardous properties.: 0

		No, container does not have waste label specifying date when container was received.: 0

		NOTES: Containers in good condition.: 

		NOTES: Containers securely closed at all times: 

		NOTES: Containers prevented from ruptures or spills.: 

		NOTES: Containers compatible with waste: 

		NOTES: Spill kits and communication at a reasonable distance.: 

		NOTES: Fire extinguisher located within 25 feet of SHWCCAF.: 

		NOTES: Hazardous Waste Storage Area sign posted in English and Spanish.: 

		NOTES: "No Smoking" sign posted in English and Spanish.: 

		NOTES: Working eye wash or shower located within 10 feet of potential hazard.: 

		NOTES: Containers in non-roof areas are covered when there is a possibility of rain.: 

		NOTES: Grounding and bonding straps used for transferring flammables.: 

		NOTES: Prohibited wastes stored at SHWCCAF: 

		NOTES: Security fence with a lockable gate.: 

		NOTES: Containers exceed on year storage time.: 

		NOTES: Secondary contaminant is in good condition.: 

		NOTES: Adequate aisle space between containers.: 

		Yes, containers are in good condition.: 0

		Yes, containers are securely closed at all times.: 0

		Yes, containers are prevented from ruptures or spills.: 0

		Yes, containers are compatible with waste.: 0

		Yes, spill kits and communication at a reasonable distance.: 0

		Yes, fire extinguisher is located within 25 feet of SHWCCAF.: 0

		Yes, Hazardous Waste Storage Area sign posted in English and Spanish.: 0

		Yes, "No Smoking" sign posted in English and Spanish.: 0

		Yes, there is a working eye wash or shower located within 10 feet of potential hazard.: 0

		Yes, containers in non-roof areas are covered when there is a possibility of rain.: 0

		Yes, grounding and bonding straps used for transferring flammables.: 0

		Yes, prohibited wastes are stored at SHWCCAF.: 0

		Yes, there is a security fence with a lockable gate.: 0

		Yes, containers exceed on year storage time.: 0

		Yes, secondary contaminant is in good condition.: 0

		Yes, there is adequate aisle space between containers.: 0

		No, containers are not in good condition.: 0

		No, containers are not securely closed at all times.: 0

		No, containers are not prevented from ruptures or spills.: 0

		No, containers are not compatible with waste.: 0

		No, spill kits and communication at a reasonable distance.: 0

		No, fire extinguisher is located within 25 feet of SHWCCAF.: 0

		No, Hazardous Waste Storage Area sign not posted in English and Spanish: 0

		Yes, "No Smoking" sign posted in English and Spanish.: 0

		No, there is a working eye wash or shower located within 10 feet of potential hazard.: 0

		No, containers in non-roof areas are covered when there is a possibility of rain.: 0

		No, grounding and bonding straps are not used for transferring flammables.: 0

		No, prohibited wastes are not stored at SHWCCAF: 0

		No, there is not a security fence with a lockable gate.: 0

		No, containers do not exceed on year storage time.: 0

		No, secondary contaminant is in good condition.: 0

		No, there is not adequate aisle space between containers.: 0







